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Issue

Bicycling is on the rise in many cities in part owing to substantial public investment in bicycle infrastructure. However, concerns over road safety continue to impede bicycling, suggesting a need for continued investments. But on what roads should improvements be made, and what types of facilities should be built to most benefit bicyclists?

To better understand the link between how new bicycle infrastructure influences the routes that bicyclists choose, we analyzed bicyclists’ route choice before and after a 45% increase in bike lanes and 178% increase in sharrows (among other bicycle investments) in the City of San Francisco. San Francisco is an informative setting due to having a unique confluence of events, where rapid investment in bicycling infrastructure coincided with novel bicyclist route measurements through the smartphone app CycleTracks and a survey of CycleTracks users.

Key Findings

Conventional and buffered bike lanes are more likely to cause route change compared to sharrows. While the availability of routes with sharrows increased dramatically between 2009 and 2013, use of these routes did not increase at the same pace, suggesting these facilities were less likely to change route behavior (Figure 2). In contrast, fewer conventional bike lanes were built in the study period, yet bicyclists used these facilities in much greater numbers. This was also the case for buffered bike lanes, even though they made up a substantially smaller portion of the San Francisco bicycle network than sharrows. The remaining innovative bike lanes (i.e., safe-hit posts,
curb separated, and parking protected) are too scarce to definitively draw similar conclusions.

Evidence from multiple sources links new bicycle infrastructure to changes in route choice in San Francisco. A majority of survey respondents reported altering their routes based on a change in bicycling infrastructure, particularly to ride on innovative (e.g., buffered bike lanes) and conventional bike lanes (e.g., striped on-street bike lanes) (Figure 3). In addition, bicyclists’ routes measured using the CycleTracks app also suggest a link between bicycling infrastructure and a bicyclist’s route choice; where new infrastructure was built parallel to existing, commonly-used routes, use of the existing routes declined and use of the routes with new infrastructure increased. In other cases, new infrastructure was installed on existing routes, leading to an increase in the use of bicycle infrastructure without a shift in routes.

While disparities in the use of different types of infrastructure are clear, infrastructure investments appear to have a larger impact on route choice in areas with limited bicycle infrastructure to start with.

Better data on infrastructure investments is needed. Data collected through CycleTracks and similar apps provide detailed behavioral information across time. Data on infrastructure investments needs to also be maintained across time in order to determine more definitively whether bicycle facilities are the main driver of route changes.

Figure 3. Survey responses about infrastructure installation and change of routes. Top section indicates route change in general, middle section indicates route change of primary route, and bottom section indicates if infrastructure was installed on an existing route.
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